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Introduction

• OnPoint’s Perspective
– NOC/SOC Operator for the DoE NNSA
– SETA, focused on Cyber, for our State Department and AF Customers

• General Discussion on DDoS Attacks

• Discussion on Architecture Changes
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Trends

• Size, Scale, and Frequency are Growing – almost exponentially

• Attack Types
– Sophisticated, Multi-Vector Attacks – Designed to Deceive and Over-Run traditional IT Security Measures
– Attacks are Saturating the available Capacity – SYN Flood, UDP Flood, DNS-query Flood
– Available Toolkits from the “Dark Net” launch Infrastructure and Application-based Attacks

• Attacks Are also Politically Motivated
– In late October again, during parliamentary elections in the Czech Republic, the country’s statistical 

office was hit by a DDoS attack in the middle of the vote count. The attack was a nuisance, but nothing 
more, and the results of the elections were duly announced on time.

– Hacktivists from the Anonymous group managed to take down the website of Spain’s Constitutional Court, 
and defaced the Ministry of Public Works and Transport’s website with the message “Free Catalonia.”
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How do bad actors purchase DDoS on the Darknet?

• Now that organizers are on the 
Darknet, they need to find exactly 
what they wish to purchase. 

• The organizers have named the 
search engine Candle because it 
“lights the darkness.”  

• Many major crime outlets are not 
indexed by design through Darknet 
search engines.
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Why do hackers use the Darknet?

Hackers also need data storage. A new Swiss charter provided for secure and anonymous 
data storage. Like checking accounts of old, “don’t ask, don’t tell” mandates carry forward.  
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As an Aside: Data are dollars on the Darknet

• Average estimated price for stolen credit and debit cards: $5 to 
$30 in the US; $20 to $35 in the UK; $20 to $40 in Canada; $21 
to $40 in Australia; and $25 to $45 in the European Union

• Bank login credentials for a $2,200 balance bank account: $190
• Patient Health Information: from $500 to $1,800 depending on 

patient age and insurance coverage
• Bank login credentials and stealth funds transfers to UK banks: 

from $700 for a $10,000 account balance, to $900 for a $16,000 
account balance

• Login credentials for online payment services such as PayPal: 
between $20 and $50 for account balances from $400 to $1,000; 
between $200 and $300 for balances from $5,000 to $8,000

• Login credentials to hotel loyalty programs and online auction 
accounts: $20 to $1,400

• Login credentials for online premium content services such as 
Netflix: as little as $0.55
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When you blow the whistle… bad things happen

Brian Krebs, a security researcher and journalist,  
suffered a DDoS attack on his site in September 
2016.  At the time, it was the largest DDoS attack 
(665 Gbps) the Internet had ever seen.

It is believed the attackers were able to conduct such 
a massive DDoS attack by hacking into Internet of 
Things (IoT) devices that include smart cars, 
security cameras, routers with default or weak 
login credentials. Remember, PoodleCorp and 
LizardSquad DDoSing groups were also in the news 
for hacking IoT devices and turning them into DDoS 
botnet. 
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And 665 Gbps is no longer the fastest

• Sept. 20, 2016: KrebsOnSecurity.com target of 
record-breaking 620Gbps DDoS attack

• Sept. 21, 2016: French web hosting site OVH 
targeted by 1Tbps DDoS attack

• Sept. 30, 2016: Source Code of IoT Botnet Mirai
Released on Hackforums.net by Anna-Senpai 

• Oct. 21, 2016: Dyn’s managed DNS infrastructure 
in the US-East region under assault
• 2 waves: 7:00 AM EDT, 11:52 AM EDT              

(3rd wave mitigated) 
• Impacted many websites and services, including 

Twitter, Amazon, Tumblr, Reddit, Spotify, Netflix

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-5M5TEnCdALw/V_KNU8SBJtI/AAAAAAAApqM/ykAv5KZF-_8bhaukZCbv9uc1yDlZpry2QCLcB/s1600/iot-botnet-malware-download.png
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The Internet of Things (IoT)

• The Internet of things (or IoT) is the internetworking of physical 
devices, vehicles (also referred to as "connected devices" and "smart 
devices"), buildings, and other items—
embedded with electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and network 
connectivity that enable these objects to collect and exchange data

• Attackers have started to compromise millions of Internet of Things 
(IOT) devices to create armies of “botnets”, which send large-scale 
malicious traffic in a coordinated manner to disrupt critical internet-
based services. 

• The self-spreading Mirai malware for example compromised over a 
hundred thousand internet-connected video cameras to generate over 
1 Terabit of Domain Name Service (DNS) attack, and blocked multiple 
high-profile Internet domains for hours.
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A common thread

• Mirai botnets use in all three attacks

• Since Mirai source code was released, copycat hackers are using the malware to create botnets of their 
own

• Dyn was reportedly a distinct botnet from those used to execute attacks against Krebs and OVH
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Network Architecture Changes

• In the past, many organizations used a traditional single or dual-firewall architectures that divided networks 
into segments at Layers 3 and 4, limiting IP address ranges and TCP/UDP ports that could traverse one 
segment or another. 

• While this network security architecture is still the most common, more organizations are starting to control 
traffic at different layers and use emerging technologies that facilitate traffic capture, analysis and control.

• Isolation Techniques
– SDN Monitoring
– Segmentation
– Virtual Network Layer
– Load Balancers and Content Switches
– Internal VPNs and Private Cloud Gateways
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Software-driven Architecture for Next-generation Cyber-defense

• Software-driven programmatic interactions become the 
basis for architecting next-generation cyber-defense. The 
architecture has three programmatically-connected 
components

– Attack detection, 
– externalized attack mitigation (via SDN fabric) and 
– Security orchestration.

• An attack (e.g. DDOS) detection tool, receives network 
traffic and detects the attack and communicates attack 
signatures to security orchestration engine.

• Security Orchestration engine programs the external attack 
mitigation system, adhering to Infosec change control 
policies.

• SDN fabric (with L2 – L7 intelligence) acts as the external 
attack mitigation system, programmable via SDN controller, 
to block the attack.

Source: Big Switch Networks
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Similar  - Microsoft has its Architecture
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Manage and Monitor

• The objective for effectively managing and monitoring is to quickly and effectively detect security 
events within the organization’s environment and to prioritize, manage and respond to those events.

• Some of the key areas in preparation of effectively managing and monitoring for security events 
include: 

– Having visibility into network traffic
– Knowing what is normal traffic in terms of network traffic

• Data Collection and Analytics
– Log Data, Flow Data
– SEIM engine
– Extraction from the Past to the future
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Disaster Recovery As An Entry Point

• Recovery Infrastructure is often Ignored until it is needed

• DR site security is often not on-par with Production
– Security Controls Must Be Matched
– Consider the DR Site to be a Stand-alone
– Feedback into Production based on DR Site implementation

• Managed Security Service Provider monitoring at the Recovery Site?

• Asset, Vulnerability, Penetration testing of the DR Site

Forcing a DR Failover Event Can then Expose New Threat Vectors
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Data Center Architectures

• Locate Servers in different Centers

• Establish separate network and ISP for each Data Center

• Engineer Diverse Paths

• Ensure Adequate Bandwidth to absorb a Volumetric attack

• Assess the Data Center and the Network for Single Point of Failure
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Attackers quickly strike back

• The issue with today’s modern infrastructure is that current protection layers are almost 
universally reactive and not proactive when it comes to protection. They rely on algorithmic 
scripts and protocols for protection. 

• Attackers are constantly developing new attack vectors that defeat mitigation tools. 

• They respond in days / hours after mitigation tools are deployed.

• As a result, businesses face two key challenges:
– The increasing complexity of security, i.e., multi-pronged nature of attacks 
– Speed at which attackers adapt to new mitigation tools
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Conclusion

• Proactive DDoS Protection is critical in your cybersecurity design and implementation to enable loss of 
service and data breaches

• DDoS Attack Prevention is only Party a Technical Issue, Its Largely a Business Issue

• Today’s attacks are winning the battle when pitted against internet security solutions using only firewalls, 
and Intrusion Detection Systems

– 3rd Party Service
– Appliance-Based Solutions
– Managed Service from Tier 1 ISP

• DDoS is being used as a distraction: Get security distracted with the attack, then place malware or start 
data exfiltration

• In some cases, simple things are not being done: Updates and Patching
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• Thank You

• Questions?
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